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Savariaâ€™s Omega inclined platform lift is specially designed to meet all types of stair accessibility
challenges. It is an ideal option to transport wheelchair users up and down the floors safely and
comfortably. This wheelchair platform lift fits curved stairs, multiple levels and spiral stairs. It can be
easily installed without making structural alterations on the building.

Compact Platform Lift for Various Settings

This platform stair lift is a good choice for both residential and commercial settings when cost or
space constraints make it difficult to install an elevator or vertical lift. It travels through an upper and
lower rail, and if the slope is less than 20 degrees, a third rail is used to stabilize the platform. The
stylish rail system of this Savaria Omega lift comes with a light gray powder coat finish that easily
blends into the environment.

The features of the Savaria Omega inclined platform lift are:

â€¢	Machine roomless motor installed at the top landing, with the controller located remotely to keep
the visible components to a minimum

â€¢	Blends with any type of building architecture

â€¢	Affordable alternative to an elevator or vertical lift that provides access without much renovation

â€¢	Can be installed in settings with a very tight turning radius

â€¢	Drives along the stair inner curve and can turn 90 and 180 degrees and drive across a landing

â€¢	Ease of use with constant pressure buttons to move the lift up and down

â€¢	Optional Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) complaint platform ideal for public building access.

â€¢	Suitable for both indoor and outdoor applications

When not in use, this platform lift can be folded away, allowing full access to the stairs. It can be
custom built to meet your requirements.

Excellent Safety Features

The Savaria Omega has safety sensors mounted on the platform ramp, carriage and underneath
the platform. If an obstacle is encountered, the lift stops immediately. Other safety features include
non-skid platform with side safety flaps, overspeed governor, manual lowering device, power-folding
safety arms, keyed access for call stations and emergency stop button. If there is a power failure,
you can use the manual operation option to bring the lift to the next landing.

Seek a Reliable Supplier

The Omega inclined platform lift is undoubtedly the best choice when it comes to solving various
stair accessibility challenges. Purchasing this wheelchair platform lift from a reliable supplier of
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accessibility equipment would ensure timely inspection, maintenance and repair solutions to keep it
in excellent working condition.
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DAY Elevator & Lift - About Author:
As an authorized dealer for Savariaâ€™s accessibility products, DAY Elevator & Lift supplies a Savaria
Omega lift to meet various types of stair accessibility challenges. If you want to know more about
Omega inclined platform lifts, please visit http://www.dayelevator.com/savaria/omega-inclined-
platform-lift.html
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